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Selected by Task Force because:         
• Contiguous boundaries (except Normandale Hills, which is already non‐
contiguous)

















































Task Force Comments on Map D         
Selected by Task Force because: 
• Minimal impact on the number of students (fewest moves)               
• Boundaries are straightforward
• Allows most communities to stay together
• Best meets standards for balancing free and reduced lunch rates and diversity;                       
minimizes the range of free and reduced rates (range of 35%)







T k F C t M Eas   orce  ommen s on  ap 
Selected by Task Force because: 
• Similar to Map D but with slight differences for Westwood, Normandale Hills, 
Ridgeview, and Poplar Bridge boundaries
• A good comparison for the community to examine the impact of small changes
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Superintendent’s report to the Board 
on Maps F1 and F2
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